A Message of Love for Humanity

The Revelation

“The Word of God is once again made manifest among us.”
--The Teachers of Love

“It is not easy being a Channel. I am a Channel by choice. I was called;
I answered the call. The call is to deliver, ʻA Message of Love for Humanity.ʼ
--Moriah

Why now? Humanity is going through a difficult phase of earthʼs evolution. Until recently, Humanity was of some interest to the greater planetary society. It is only in the
past few decades that interest in Humanity by the Others has intensified.
Why? Humans are explorers, and they are no longer content exploring only planet
earth. They have reached out into space gingerly in the past. This outreach created a
concomitant response by the Others. The Others have increased their observations
and integration. What began primarily through incidents such as Barney and Betty Hill
experienced, have multiplied exponentially. Human DNA is no longer only human. The
integration of Others via the taking of human sperm and ova was quickly replaced by
genomics. Human DNA has been disrupted. Some humans are still of human-only
lineage. Many, of recent generations, are not. They are hybrids, and this can be evidenced by special gifts of telepathy; knowing and hearing what other humans cannot;
and, in some cases, higher perspective.
What is higher perspective? Higher perspective is the ability to see, hear, sense, smell,
and know that which cannot be perceived by simply humans.
Do we have Hybrids among us living on earth now? We do indeed! Moriah is such.
Long recognizing that she viewed and experienced the world differently from others
around her, she hid her differences to avoid ridicule and discrimination. Now she is coming forward with a Message--ʼA Message of Love for Humanity.ʼ Humanity will be invited
to join in the Love energy. Those who are unable will fall away. Those who are threatened will strike out. Therefore, Moriah has waited cautiously before “coming out” publicly. Some will recognize her; many will not. Some will try to use her for their purposes.
She will need to be most cautious to protect the Messenger and the Message.

ʻA Message of Love for Humanityʼ is being given through Moriah by the Teachers of
Love. It is given freely. All are invited to join. Those who join will be guided through the
evolution that is occurring. And so, it is.
--The Teachers of Love

The Invitation
You are invited to join the Love energy that is God, Allah, Higher Power, or by whatever
name you choose. Love invites all to join.
Regardless of your religious affiliation, you are invited to join. If you have no faith or belief system, you are invited to join. If you are spiritual but not religious, you are invited to
join. Every person is invited, but not every person will be able. Only those who desire
Love, who deeply want to evolve spiritually, will be able.
Membership in New World Empowerment Ministries is open to every person. There are
no dues. You do not need to relinquish your religious faith and traditions. ʻA Message of
Love for Humanityʼ does not replace existing faiths. It is simply, the Next Step.
If you feel called to deepen your relationship with the Divine.............
If you desire to make a meaningful contribution to society...............
If you want to expand your understanding of spiritual gifts............
If you feel called to respond to the tremendous challenges facing Humanity..........
Please join us!
This is not about replacing one religion with another. This is about coming together from
all walks of life, to accept the next gift of spiritual awakening and understanding.
We do not replace all that has previously been revealed to Humanity by its beautiful variety of spiritual revelations.
We stand on the shoulders of all who have come before--and we take the next step. The
next step is the revelation to Humanity by the Teachers of Love who are High Teachers
not currently incarnated on earth. The next step is, ʻA Message of Love for Humanity.ʼ
Moriah is only the Messenger. She is a Spiritual Teacher and Leader. It is the Message,
not the Messenger, that is important.
You are invited to take another, giant step in your own spirituality. You are invited to join
the Teachers of Love as they reveal to you, ʻA Message of Love for Humanityʼ. It is so
ordained.
--The Teachers of Love

The Challenge
Why are people afraid?
Humanity stands on the precipice with itʼs head in the sand.
Everywhere, life is changing. There is the anticipated change of seasons, of adults having children who then become adults and have children. There is learning passed down
through families, schools, churches. There are governments. There are people seeking
freedom. There are those who have too much; there are those without. There are those
who contribute their lives, their time and talent, toward the betterment of society. There
are those who simply take. And there are those who will maim and kill to get their needs
or wants satisfied. There are those who devote their lives toward a higher purpose;
there are those who demean and take advantage of that same gift of caring.
All of these, and more, are the changes and challenges Humanity faces daily.
However, primarily out of sight, Humanity will encounter itʼs biggest ever challenge.
Others not from earth have taken particular interest in this planet that is expanding itʼs
outreach farther, and more often, than ever before. As the Others watch Humanity, they
can see a race, the Human Race, appearing to be bent toward ultimate planetary destruction. Negligence with the atmosphere and water by unchecked pollution threatens
long-term habitability of earth.
Humans are tribal and warlike. In spite of apparent shrinking of the planet due to expanding communication technologies, self-interest, and lack of knowledge and power,
threaten Human existence in ever-changing political landscapes. Wars, threats, posturing, and expanding weapons capabilities create a morphing landscape of terror and destruction.
Experiments in laboratories, unchecked by controls, allow for unprecedented “accidents” whether bacterial, viral, chemical, through cloning, as well as growing and expanding technological possibilities. If the mind can imagine it, can can be created--for
good, or for evil.
Imagine being one of the Others. Would you stand by while a delicate planet with rich
biodiversity were being destroyed by selfish and uncaring humans? What would be your
impulse? Might it be to take over the earth before it is destroyed? What if your own
planet had become uninhabitable? Might planet earth appear to provide solutions to
your environmental issues?
Many Experiencers (Abductees) have tried to warn Humanity. After being given apocalyptic visions of earth, Experiencers have tried to tell their stories of what could happen
if current Human behaviors go unchecked. Failing to listen, is Human life, or the continuance of autonomous Human life on earth, at great risk? It is! Human survival, and
autonomy, are at stake while we continue to be concerned with small day-to-day issues.
With our heads in the sand, our lives are exposed to whatever or whomever may wish

to overcome us for their own purposes. The time to awaken is now! Only if we begin
now will we have a chance of surviving. The Invitation is now given! The choice belongs
to each of us. Choose wisely! Choose well.
--The Teachers of Love

Your Invitation

You are invited to participate in the new revelation called,
“A Message of Love for Humanityʼ.

You do not have to believe.
You do not have to accept a creed.
You do not have to accept.
You are free to choose.
You are free to choose to follow Love.
You are free to enter in.
You are free to surrender to Love.
You are free to surrender your life to following Love.
You are free to meditate/pray as you choose.
Ask that the Teachers of Love guide you.
Follow.

The Commitment

I, ______________________________________choose to follow Love.
I will meditate/pray.
I can participate to the level that I feel called.
I desire for my life to have meaning.
I desire to leave a legacy of Love.
I will work toward peace and unity.
I will follow Love.

